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QUESTION 1

Roberto has been asked to modify the Membership view in the Video Rental application. A green checkmark should
appear in the Approved view column for each document where membership has been approved. He set the view
column property to "Display values as icons", and now he needs to write a column formula. 

What is the column formula he needs to use? 

A. @if(Approved = "Yes"; @Icon(82); @Icon(0)) 

B. @if(Approved = "Yes"; @OpenImageResource("checkmark.gif");\\'\\'") 

C. @If(Approved = "Yes"; 82; 0) 

D. @If(Approved = "Yes"; @Column(82); @Column(0)) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

John is working in the Eclipse workspace. Which view will display errors, warnings, and other information about IBM
Lotus Domino Designer resources? 

A. Events view 

B. Problems view 

C. Properties view 

D. Outline view 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Nora is writing an agent to update certain documents. She needs to ensure that the only records processed are records
in which the Model field has a value of "Compact". 

Which one of the following statements will Nora include in her agent, and where will the line be placed? 

A. SELECT Model = "Compact"; Last line in the agent 

B. @If (Model = "Compact";@Success;@Failure); First line in the agent 

C. SELECT Model = "Compact"; First line in the agent 

D. @If (Model = "Compact";@Success;@Failure); Last line in the agent 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A Text field on a Form is set to "Allow multiple values". Jan is designing the form, and wants to set the default value of
the field to a text list of "Apple", "Orange", and "Grape". 

What Default field value formula should she use? 

A. "Apple", "Orange", "Grape" 

B. "Apple": "Orange": "Grape" 

C. "Apple" + "Orange" + "Grape" 

D. @TextToList("Apple"; "Orange"; "Grape") 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Janira is adding a Received date to her Video Rental form. She would like to have the date field show the user a
calendar for date selection. 

How would she accomplish this? 

A. Set the field Type to Calendar 

B. Set the field Style to Noted Calendar control 

C. Set the field Type to Calendar/Time 

D. Set the filed Style to Calendar/Time control 

Correct Answer: D 
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